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Abstract - Intention spaces can be described as the implicit definition of the kinds of settlements
that an agent is in principal willing to accept in order to perform a transaction in an electronic
market. This intention space might, for instance, define the desired range of disk sizes or the
maximum price for a computer. Explicit offers to buy or sell can then be issued or evaluated on
the basis of this intention space, leading to the definition of an agreement space between several
agents. The contribution of this paper is a formalism of this implicit notion of an intention and
agreement space, allowing not only the explicit specification of offers but also the transformation
into XML syntax as well as the definition of service operators for the agreement phase of
electronic transactions.



1. Introduction

Business transactions consist of a finite number of interaction processes among business parties, which can
be classified in the following four phases [1]:

• Knowledge (gathering information concerning products, partners etc.)
• Intention (specifying supply and demand)
• Agreement (discussing the terms and conditions of the transaction)
• Settlement (executing the agreed-upon contract)

A negotiation medium can support the agreement phase in electronic markets by providing a platform for
agents to negotiate the configuration (terms and conditions) of an electronic transaction. A medium can be
described in terms of three main components [2]:

• Channels
Agents access a medium via channels that can transport the objects to be exchanged.

• Logical space
The syntax and semantics defined for the objects, which the agents exchange.

• Organisation
Roles describing the types of the agents and protocols specifying their interactions.

According to this media concept, one necessary step for the implementation of digital negotiation media is
the design of the logical space. This paper introduces a formalism based on the concept of intention spaces,
which can be used for this design task. More specifically, this formalism is proposed for the specification of
the syntax within the communication design of a negotiation medium.
Presumably, an agent, before entering the agreement phase of electronic transactions, has some notion of an
intention space – either implicit or explicit – based on information obtained in the knowledge phase. This
intention space definition is used to specify offers in the intention phase and to evaluate offers in the
agreement phase. The intention space definition might be modified in the agreement phase, for instance in
the course of negotiations (through concessions…). The sum of all intention spaces of all agents using the
negotiation medium represents its logical space.
The organisation design of the digital negotiation medium, the specification of roles and protocols, greatly
influences the application of the intention space. In a bilateral trusted negotiation environment elements of
the intention space might be communicated directly to the other agent. In a competitive bidding scenario
though, the intention space definition could be confidential and only accessible to a trusted third party in
order to avoid strategic exploitation by, for instance, competitors. The business model underlying the
business transaction greatly influences the design of the protocol, and respectively the usage of the
intention space. This paper does not deal with issues related to the organisation design but assumes, that to
handle intention spaces in negotiation scenarios in a digital negotiation medium, it is necessary to provide a
formalism.
Hence, a formalism for intention spaces on the basis of relational algebra is introduced, so that common
negotiation concepts, agreement-spaces, -processes and -services can be defined in a clear and consistent
manner. This formalism is rich enough, to express most practical agreement scenarios, but also formal
enough to allow the definition and characterisation of operator interfaces or XML representations.
The paper is structured as follows: the fundamental definitions of an intention space, restricted to a static
perspective and focused on one single agent, are established in Section 2. How agents come to and evaluate
an agreement, the dynamic view of the agreement phase, is then outlined in Section 3. In Section 4, the
formalism of an intention space is transformed to an XML syntax, which leads to a discussion of the
additional elements necessary to complete a logical space in Section 5, namely semantics and inference.
Section 6 demonstrates, how operators on the basis of the formalism can be defined, in order to specify a
service architecture for the agreement phase. Finally the results are summarised in Section 7.

2. Fundamentals

During the intention and agreement phase, agents exchange information about the transaction to
perform. In this section, this information is formalised to the concept of an intention space. On the basis of
this concept, offers and related terms can be defined.



2.1. Intention spaces

A transaction is characterised by a set of attributes. Attribute values are assigned to these attributes with
operators, defining the attribute domains.

Naming convention
Agent :

ag 
�
 AG = { ag1,  ag2, …, agn)

At t r i but e:
at  �  AT = { at 1,  at 2, …, at n)

At t r i but e oper at or :
ao �  AO = { <, � , =, � , � , >}

At t r i but e val ue:
av �  AV = { av1,  av2, …, avn}

Attribute values can be of different types such as string, integer, real etc. A set of attributes with
corresponding attribute values and operators specified by an agent constitutes the elements of a
configuration space in a four-digit relation. The minimum specification of a configuration space can be
defined as follows:

Definition 1
Conf i gur at i on space:

CS �  AG x AT x AO x AV
CSag �  ag x AT x AO x AV |  AT 	  { }
CSag, at  
  ag x at  x AO x AV

The product/service portfolio that a provider agent is offering or the requirements of a consumer,
typically restrict this space. Even in this minimum definition, the set of attribute values, and accordingly the
set of operators can be empty. This might, for instance, be the case, if at the beginning of the agreement
phase, an agent wants to negotiate what is ‘on the table’ , meaning the scope of the agreement, before
negotiating detailed attribute values etc.

The set of possible attribute values for one attribute – the configuration space CSag, at  for one agent and
one attribute – specifies the domain of an attribute.

Definition 2
Domai n:

DO �  AV1 x  … x AVn

DOat  = { AV |  av �  CSag, at }

Domains can have different characters:
• Point domain

Only one tuple with one attribute value and the ‘=’  operator is part of the intention space.
Example: (X, colour, =,blue)

• Discrete domain
Several tuples with a ‘=’  operator are defined for one attribute.
Example: (X, colour, =, blue)

(X, colour, =, green)
• Steady domain

One or several tuples with other operators than ‘=’  are assigned to one attribute:
Example: (X, RAM, >, 64MB)

(X, disk,  , 6GB)
(X, disk, � , 9GB)

• Exclusion domain
Point and discrete domains become exclusion domains if the ‘ � ’  operator is used instead of the ‘=’
operator.
Example: (X, colour, � , blue)

(X, colour, � , green)



In addition to this, domains of the configuration space can be specified to be dynamic. This can be used to
express that concrete values cannot or are not intended to be defined for this attribute until some knowledge
about the properties of the other agent or its intention space are known. A typical example can be found in
the insurance industry, where quotes are usually dependent on the age, medical record, driving experience
etc.

Definition 3
Dynami c t ag

dy = #
Dynami c domai ns

DD = DO x dy

A typical example for a dynamic domain could look like this: #(Y, price, =,).
Whereas the configuration space denotes possible configurations, the intention space represents
acceptable configurations of the transaction from the perspective of one agent. Domains restrict the set of
potential values for one attribute and therefore can be denoted unary constraints. Binary constraints express
relations between two attributes on the basis of a domain operator. Accordingly, the intention space is
defined as the joined finite set of unary and binary constraints.

Definition 4
Const r ai nt  Oper at or :

co �  CO = { <, � , =, � , � , >}
Unar y Const r ai nt :

ucat  = DOat

Bi nar y Const r ai nt :
BCat 1, at 2 �  ( ag, at 1)  x CO x ( ag, at 2)
BCat 1, at 2 �  ( ag, at 1, AO, AV) x ( ag, at 2, AO, AV)

I nt ent i on space:
I Sag = UC �  BC

In the following example, the first tuple illustrates acceptable attribute value combinations for two
attributes. In the second example the agent specifies, that the payment should take place after the delivery
of the computer, not before: ((Y,disk,<,6GB),(Y,RAM,>,64MB)), ((Y, payment_time) > (Y,
delivery_time)).
The set of constraints restricts the set of all possible combinations of attributes to a smaller set of desirable
configurations. Given the constraint-based intention space definition, a standard constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP, see [3]) can be defined. The solution to a CSP is an assignment of attribute values to
attributes such that none of the constraints is violated1. All unary and binary constraints have to be solved.
Hence, transaction configurations represent solutions to the intention space constraint satisfaction
problem:

Definition 5
Tr ansact i on conf i gur at i on:

TC = { ( ag, at , ao, av)  �  I Sag |�
at  �  AT :  � ( ag, at , =, AV)  �  | AV|  = 1

One could argue that alternative attributes in the intention space specification (e.g. graphics accelerator or
DVD drive) do not require an attribute value for each attribute. For constraint satisfaction purposes
however, such alternatives can be reformulated as valid combinations of value tuples (see the concept of
options below).
Before the actual agreement process, an agent can express the willingness to modify the intention space, if,
for instance, an agreement does not seem to be possible on the basis of the initial intention space definition.
All constraints that define the intention space can be ‘negotiable’ . As domains are unary constraints (see
above), elements of a domain specification such as the attribute values or operators can be negotiable as

                                                          
1 Solving CSPs for non-discrete attribute domains is still very inefficient. Therefore it is often assumed that only discrete domains

are used in order to guarantee efficient solutions.



well. Constraints that are tagged ‘negotiable’  are denoted ‘soft’  constraints opposed to the non-negotiable
‘hard’  constraints in the intention space definition.

Definition 6
Negot i abl e t ag

ng = ~
Sof t  const r ai nt s

SC �  UC x ng �  BC x ng

Example: (~(Y,disk,<,6GB),(Y,RAM,>,64MB)), ~((Y, payment_time) > (Y, delivery_time))
In this case, not only the disk size of 64MB is negotiable but also the complete binary constraint in the
second example, indicating that the agent might also agree to a settlement where the payment takes place
before the delivery.
An agent could as well decide to make elements of the intention space dynamically negotiable, during the
course of the agreement process, e.g. because of competitive pressures.
What is the difference of negotiable elements to discrete or steady domains? The answer is that in the case
of negotiable elements, the agent is willing to make a concession – to agree to a transaction contract outside
the initial intention space specification - maybe in turn for another agent’s concession or also just on his/her
own behalf.
In summary, the specification of an intention space as introduced so far, can comprise the following
elements:

Definition 7
I nt ent i on space

I S = { UC, BC, SC}

In words, the intention space can be defined by the joint set of unary and binary plus the relation indicating
which of these constraints are soft constraints. The minimal definition of an intention space is a non-empty
set of attributes. All other elements introduced in this section (attribute values, operators…) are optional.
This reflects the fact that in practice the scope of negotiations might not be clear at the beginning of the
agreement phase.

2.2. Offers

Offers are the central means of communication in the agreement phase. An offer is simply a subset of the
intention space of an agent, which is communicated to another agent as a proposed transaction
configuration.

Definition 8
Of f er :

OFag   I Sag

It is important to notice that offers do not always have to be communicated to another agent. Services can
for example act as intermediaries.
Assuming that offers are exchanged on the basis of an electronic market medium, a platform for buying and
selling different goods or services, additional elements to organise the offer exchange are necessary. The
offer needs to be of a certain offer-type (to-sell or to-buy). Depending on the organisation of the market, it
could also be necessary to specify a certain transaction-type or –domain (e.g. ‘personal computers’ ) to
guarantee common semantics (see Section 5). For the purpose of this paper, a categorisation of the type is
sufficient:

Definition 9
Of f er  t ypes:

TY = { t s, t b}
Of f er - t o- sel l :

OSag = OFag x t s
Of f er - t o- buy:

OBag = OFag x t b



As offers are subsets of the intention space, the type of the intention space limits the structure of the offer.
If the intention space, for instance, is just minimally specified with a set of attributes, an offer can only be a
subset of these attributes and not contain additional attribute values/operators. In another scenario, the
intention space definition might comprise soft constraints, the initial offer though only contains a set of
attributes without constraints.

2.3. Related terms

A number of additional terms often used in agreement scenarios can also be defined on the basis of the
formalism.
The number of attributes in the intention space defines its dimension. If there are only two attributes, for
instance ‘price’  and ‘quantity’ , the intention space is two-dimensional.

Di mensi on
DI AS = | AT| ,  AT !  I S

A typical example for a one-dimensional intention space is an auction scenario, where, for instance, one
seller and multiple buyers have to agree on one single attribute – the price.
Options in the intention space can be defined on the basis of binary constraints if the value for one attribute
is paired with a set of two or more alternative values for the other attribute.
Example:
ct1RAM,mouse = ((Y,RAM, =, 64MB),(Y, mouse, =, track))
ct2RAM,mouse = ((Y,RAM, =, 64MB),(Y, mouse, =, stick))

Constraints also enable the specification of dependencies. In this case the selection of one attribute value
for a particular attribute determines the attribute value of another attribute. A typical example is the price –
if an agent chooses to increase the size of the hard disk for a computer this will certainly have an impact on
the price.
Example:
ct1disk,price = ((Y, disk, =, 8GB),(Y, price, =, $1700))
ct2disk,price = (Y, disk, =, 12MB),(Y, price, =, $1800)

If ‘price’  is the only attribute defined in the intention space (the intention space is one-dimensional) and the
agent defines steady constraint, the boundary is also often referred to as the reservation price [7]. For
multi-dimensional intention spaces, tvmin, the lower boundary of the transaction value range can then be
denoted to be a corresponding reservation value.
Aspiration levels (desired configuration elements, see for example [8]) are attribute values of negotiable
domains. A steady domain could, for example, be defined as follows: (Z, speed, >, 600MHZ). If this
domain were tagged ‘negotiable’ , agent Z would aspire to get a PC with a processor speed greater than
600MHZ, but would also settle for less if compensated appropriately.
Finally, if several attribute values for one attribute are part of the configuration space, a preference of the
agent towards the attribute values is defined as the direction of ascending utility. The preference is a
transitive order relation:

Pr ef er ence
PF "  AV x AV
PF = { ( av x, av y)  |  UTat ( avx)  > UTat ( av y)  #$

( av x, av y) , ( avy, avz)  %  PF :
UTat ( avx)  > UTat ( av z) }

This notion of preference relates to just one attribute. In contrast to this, a preference can also be expressed
towards a set of attributes, indicating the relative importance of attributes in a negotiation from the
perspective of one agent. This alternative notion of preference is, in the formalism presented in this paper,
expressed in the attribute weights (see above).



2.4. Reference model aspects

To formalise ‘how’  intention spaces can be specified is just one building block for negotiation media. It is
also promising to recommend ‘what’  should be part of an intention space based on the formalisms
introduced. This section briefly discusses some additional elements of offers, which are useful typical
negotiation scenarios.
An offer can be legally binding in the sense that another agent has only to accept this offer without further
involvement of the originator in order to reach a legal contract specifying the execution of the transaction.
To formalise legally binding offers, the concept of signatures is used. The function that assigns signatures
to agents is injective.

Definition 10
Si gnat ur e:

s i  &  SI
Agent  s i gnat ur es

SG '  AG x SI  |(
 ag1, ag2 )  AG:  ( ag1, s i 1) ,  ( ag2, s i 2)  *  SG +  ag1 ,  ag2 -  s i 1 .  s i 2.

Bi ndi ng of f er
BOag = { OFag, sgag}

Another typical characteristic of an offer is that it might be only valid for a certain period of time. This
offer validity can be expressed with a start and end date, where both dates are optional. This freedom to
include start or end dates enables further types of offer specifications:

Definition 11
St ar t  and end dat es:

SD,  ED /  DT,  { 0, 0 }  1  DT
Ti mef r ame of f er :

FO = OFag x sd x ed
Li mi t ed of f er :

LO = OFag x ed
Pendi ng of f er :

PO = OFag x sd

The inclusion of this commitment duration enables a variety of negotiation organisation designs
comparable to the approach undertaken in [5], where an extension of the contract-net protocol with offers
that feature zero-time, finite-time or infinite-time commitments, is investigated.
Beyond these more protocol oriented reference elements, transaction domain specific elements could be
added, eventually leading to a reference model for the logical space of negotiation media.

2.5. Summary

Looking back at the definitions in this section, the information that an agent might have represented
internally at the beginning of the agreement phase can be summarised as depicted in Figure 1. From the
perspective of one agent, an offer is a subset of the intention space, which in turn is a subset of the
configuration space.
An offer initially does not necessarily contain a complete transaction configuration as shown in this figure,
although this is necessary in the end to find an agreement (see below).



Configuration space

Intention space

Offer

x Transaction Configuration

Figure 1: Summary

3. Coming to an agreement

In the previous section, the discussion was focused to the perspective of one agent and limited to a static
view. These restrictions are now omitted in order to study the dynamics of the process how two (or more)
agents come to an agreement.

Let us assume two agents specify their intention spaces. Even before the exchange of offers, new spaces
with different semantics can be determined using the following conceptual matching algorithm:

• join the two intention spaces to a set II of unary and binary constraints
• find within II the set NS of constraints with identical attributes
• find within NS the set AS of the attributes where the intention spaces have overlapping domains
• the set DS is the remainder of NS without AS
• the set CS is the remainder of II without NS

All constraints that remain in CS are part of the conflict space. In this space the agents do not even agree
on the attributes, which are supposed to be subject to the agreement. The agents do agree on the attributes
of the constraints in the negotiation space NS. However, in the disagreement space DS, which is part of
NS, the agents still disagree on the attribute values. Finally, the agreement space AS represents elements
of transaction configurations to which are compliant to the constraints defined in the intention spaces of the
agents at the current state of the negotiation.

Definition 12
Agr eement  space

ASx, y = I Sx 2  I Sy,  x, y 3  AG
Negot i at i on space

NSx, y = I Sx 4  I Sy :  ATx = ATy

Di sagr eement  space
DS = NS \  AS

Conf l i c t  space
CSx, y = ( I Sx 5  I Sy)  \  ASx, y

In practice, it will in most cases be impossible to determine the agreement space in this formal way because
the intention space specifications of the agents will either not be complete, or will not be revealed
completely. A trusted and objective third party though, could assess the agreement zone for particular
agreement scenarios and thereby evaluate the feasibility of a solution.



ISX ISY

ASX,Y

DSX,Y

NSX,YCSX,Y

Figure 2: Spaces in the negotiation process

Intention space constraints within the disagreement space DS are often referred to as issues. To deal with
the complexity of the multi-dimensional disagreement space, agents often fix subspaces by holding several
attribute values with the goal to resolve the disagreement on the remaining smaller set of issues one after
another [9].

Definition 13
I ssues

I Ux, y = { uc 6  bc |  uc,  bc 7  DSx, y}
Fi xed i ssues

FI x, y = ucat  8  DSx, y :  | DOat |  = 1
Di sagr eement  subspace

SSx, y = DSx, y \  FI x, y

The agreement space can be empty, thus indicating that based on the current definition of the intention
spaces, no agreement is possible. On the other hand, the AS could as well contain all dimensions defined in
the respective agents’  intention spaces, thus indicating that an agreement is already reached and only a
detailed configuration, meaning a selection of one transaction configuration among the set of possible ones,
still has to be undertaken.

3.1. Evaluation of agreement spaces

Once the agreement space is determined, an agent will try to evaluate the transaction configurations that are
part of the AS in order to reason about the feasibility of an agreement, its potential value and the future
negotiation strategy.
The evaluation of an agent through an agent might be based on implicit decision criteria. To support this
process it is necessary that these criteria be quantified. This can be achieved on the basis of utility theory
(see [4]).
Executing a transaction with a certain transaction configuration returns a utility to the agent. Each attribute
value, which is part of the final contract, may contribute to this utility. In this abstract sense, the utility
function for the domain of an attribute is defined in the following way:

Definition 14
Ut i l i t y  val ue:

uv 9  UV
Ut i l i t y

UTat  :  DOat  x UV
UTat  = { ( at , av, x)  |  ; av <  DOat  x , y =  UV:
( at , av, x) >  UTat  ?  ( at , av, y) @  UTat A  y=z}

A utility function can be specified as a set of attribute values with associated utilities and a functional
expression for the intervals between these points (linear ascending…). For the transaction configuration as



a whole, an ‘aggregated utility’  can be defined. Several points in the intention space can return the same
transaction value. The transaction value function is the weighted sum of all attribute value utilities:

Definition 15
Wei ght

w B  W = [ 0. 0 … 1. 0]
Domai n wei ght

AW C  DO x W
AWat  = { ( DOat , wx)  |  D x=1. . | AT|  wx = 1}

Tr ansact i on val ue:
TVt c = E j =1. . | AT|  ( awi  x  UTat ( av i ) )  |
( ag, at i , =, av i )  F  t c

A necessary precondition to calculate an aggregated utility is that the single utilities are independent.
For the evaluation of transaction configurations often measures on a higher level than domain utility
functions are used. An evaluation criterion can be defined as an objective, (e.g. high performance or good
quality) for the execution of the transaction. Criteria are linked to attributes of the transaction and
accordingly, the value of a criterion is derived from a tuple of related attribute values. The performance
criteria for a computer, for example, could depend on the tuple of attribute values for its on-board cache
memory, processor speed and bus system.

Definition 16
Cr i t er i on

ct  G  CT
Cr i t er i on dependency r el at i onshi p

CDct  H  ct  x AT,  AT I  I S
Cr i t er i on at t r i but es

CAct  = { at  |  ( ct , at )  J  CDct }
Cr i t er i on val ue t upl es

CVct  K  DOat 1 x … x DOat n,  at 1. . n L  CAct

Cr i t er i on ut i l i t y
CUct  M  CVct  x UV

This definition can be illustrated with an example:
CDquality={ (quality,atguarantee), (quality,atservice)}
To assess the quality of a notebook, this agent refers to the guarantee and the service provided by the
manufacturer. The value tuples are defined as follows:
CVquality={ (3years,2yearsOnSite),(2years,1yearOnSite)}
To complete the definition of the criterion, these tuples have to be assigned utility values:
CUquality={ ((3years,2yearsOnSite),1.0),…}
In the simplest case, criteria map directly to single attributes with corresponding single-digit value tuples.
But a criterion value could also depend on a number of different attribute values or even on a number of
other criteria utilities (e.g. in a hierarchical evaluation tree). Using the definition of a set of criteria, the
overall transaction value can alternatively be calculated as the weighted sum of the highest-level evaluation
criteria utilities.
These additional evaluation criteria can complement the specification of an offer, if the agent has the
intention to reveal this information, for instance, to a service which scores and ranks a set of offers
automatically (see Section 6) according to the preferences of the agent. Depending on the organisation
design of the negotiation medium, the formalisation of evaluation criteria could as well be undertaken only
after the agreement space is determined.
Especially in retail markets for commodities the expected transaction value is often fixed. The consumer
might have some choices, but the overall transaction value returned from the execution of the transaction is
specified to be fixed by the provider (for instance to a certain profit margin) to a certain tvfix. The single
utilities of the attribute values might vary, depending on the transaction configuration. But the sum of the
utilities remains the same.
Other agents might prefer to have an agreement somewhere within a certain transaction value range, though
preferably with a high value. But if a high value is not possible (because no other agent is willing to accept



any transaction configuration with high value) the agent is ready to concede. The range is specified with a
maximum and minimum utility value.
In any case, to control the determination of the agreement space from  a transaction value perspective it is
necessary to include the evaluation criteria in the intention space formalisation.

Definition 17
I nt ent i on space wi t h f i xed val ueN

 t c O  ASag :  t v t c = t v f i x

I nt ent i on space wi t h f l exi bl e val ueP
 t c Q  ASag :  t v t c R  [ t vmi n. . t vmax]

If an intention space is specified with either static or flexible values, a value assumption for this intention
space exists. One has to consider though, that assigning weights and utilities is a complex and error-prone
task, which in some cases might even be impossible [6].
The level of disagreement between the agents can be estimated using a measure of opposition that was
suggested by Kersten and Soronha [10].

Definition 18
Opposi t i on

OSx, y = TVx, t c x  TVy, t c

The opposition expresses the different transaction values (see Definition 15) that agents assign to the
various transaction configurations in the agreement space. As an example, Agent X might consider the
transaction configuration suggested in the joined agreement space to return a value of 0.8 whereas Agent Y
might assess a transaction value of 0.5. OSx,y in this example would be 0.4, the low value indicating strong
opposition.
Figure 3 summarises the process of agreement space evaluation.

ASX,Y

Intention SpaceYIntention SpaceX

OfferYOfferX

Evaluation criteriaYEvaluation criteriaX

Transaction ValuesYTransaction ValuesX

Figure 3: Evaluation of agreement spaces.

3.2. Agreement process

The process of negotiation takes place, if (c.f. [11]):
• the agreement space is empty, or does not contain a sufficient number of attributes to specify a

transaction configuration that both agents agree to (sufficient condition)
• there is some potential for optimisation of the agreement e.g. by exploiting different valuations in

order to reach win-win solutions (sufficient condition, see below)
• the agents have an interest to negotiate (necessary condition)- typically because of mutual

dependencies etc..
During the process of negotiation, agents probably have to modify their intention space specifications
(aspiration levels, dimensions, dependencies etc.) in order to reach an agreement. Accordingly a negotiation
can be defined as a process of changes to the definition of intention spaces (c.f. [12]). The goal of the



negotiation process is to reach an agreement space definition, which contains at least one complete
transaction configuration.
When is a transaction configuration complete? A formal and static measure of completeness cannot be
defined, as it is the very nature of the negotiation process that agents do not only have to agree on the
attribute values, but also on the set of attributes which are part of the agreement. This is reflected in the
concept of the negotiation space. Hence, a transaction configuration is complete if both agents are willing
to accept this configuration and to execute the transaction accordingly.
A transaction configuration (tc), which lies within the agreement space, can be distinguished from the
transaction configuration in Definition 5 in the sense that both agents agree to this tc:

Definition 19
Agr eed t r ansact i on conf i gur at i ons

TCx, y = { t c |  t c S  ASX, Y}

If the concept of signatures is used, both agents can signal their acceptance of an agreed transaction
configuration with their signatures. If both agents sign, a legally binding contract for the execution of the
transaction can be established.

Definition 20
Cont r act

ct t c, X, Y = t cX, Y x sgX x  sgY

To further characterise the negotiation process, often the distinction in distributive and integrative
negotiations is used. In negotiation support science, this classification is mostly based on the number of
issues that are subject to negotiation and the preferences/weights of the agents towards these issues.
Kersten and Noronha demonstrated though (see [13]), that single-issue negotiations can be integrative
whereas multi-issue negotiations even with differences in the preferences can be distributive.
In the original sense, distributive negotiations are characterised by their win-lose nature - the fact that a
gain (increase in transaction value) achieved in the negotiation process for one agent is necessarily a loss
for the other agent. Integrative negotiations on the other hand allow the agents to achieve win-win
solutions.
A stricter characterisation of negotiations can be achieved on the basis of the formalism introduced (see
[14]). Distributive negotiations take place, if the agents, on the basis of their initial intention spaces,
cannot find any transaction configuration, which returns both agents a higher transaction value.
Accordingly, a negotiation process is integrative if the agents achieve a mutual higher transaction value.

Definition 21
Di st r i but i ve negot i at i onsT

t c1,  t c2 U  ASX, Y :
t vX, t c1 > t vX, t c2 V  t vY, t c1 < t vY, t c2

I nt egr at i ve negot i at i onsW
 t c1 X  ASX, Y Y t c2 Z  ASX, Y:

t vX, t c1 > t vX, t c2 [  t vY, t c1 > t vY, t c2

To achieve win-win solutions might require changes to the intention space such as adding new dimensions,
or changing attribute domains or constraints. Integrative agreements are also possible if the negotiation is
multi-dimensional, the agents’  weights are not mirrored, and the preferences opposing. This situation
allows for tradeoffs that can lead to a higher combined transaction value. In any case, to achieve integrative
negotiations it is necessary to reveal preferences to the other agent [15]. This means that an offer has to
contain constraints and evaluation criteria, at least to the level of attribute weights.

4. XML representation

For the actual usage of the formalisms introduced, an XML representation is outlined in this section.
It is not the aim of this paper to list the complete XML syntax, namely the DTD (document type definition).
In this section, exemplary elements of the representation are shown to demonstrate the transformation of
the formalism to the XML grammar. The complete DTD is given in the Appendix.



<! ELEMENT CONTAI NER ( ( AGENT) +, OFFER) +>
<! ELEMENT AGENT ( AGENT_SI GNATURE?) >

These two element specifications map the fact that one or more (indicated by ‘+’ ) agents can be associated
to an offer. Each of these agents can (indicated by ‘?’ ) sign this offer respectively (see Definition 20).

<! ELEMENT CONSTRAI NT ( DOMAI N |  ( DOMAI N,
DOMAI N) | ( DOMAI N, DOMAI N_OPERATOR, DOMAI N) ) >
<! ATTLI ST CONSTRAI NT
 NEGOTI ABLE ( TRUE |  FALSE)  " FALSE"
 WEI GHT CDATA #I MPLI ED >

The CONSTRAINT element represents the concept that a constraint in the intention space formalism can
either be a simple domain, or the two types of binary constraints introduced in Definition 4. The
specification also illustrates, that a constraint can be specified to be negotiable by setting the
NEGOTIABLE attribute to TRUE, rendering the hard constraint into a soft constraint.

<! ELEMENT CRI TERI ON ( ( CRI TERI ON,
CRI TERI ON_WEI GHT) +| ( ( ATTRI BUTE, ATTRI BUTE_OPERATOR, ATTRI BUTE_VALUE) +, UTI LI TY_V
ALUE) +| UTI LI TY_FUNCTI ON+) >

The CRITERION example illustrates the hierarchical, recursive nature of a criterion. A criterion such as
‘quality of service’  can be defined as a weighted set of lower-level criteria. Each of these can again either
be another set of criteria or a collection of attribute operators/values assigned to utilities.
To support technical implementations, types for attribute values such as ‘ float’  or ‘string’  are introduced on
the XML level. This also applies to IDs, which can be used in implementations for unique referencing of
agents or offers.

<! ELEMENT ATTRI BUTE_VALUE EMPTY>
<! ATTLI ST ATTRI BUTE_VALUE
 VALUE CDATA #I MPLI ED
 TYPE ( STRI NG |  I NT |  FLOAT |  DATE) >

The XML representation derived from the formalism in this paper defines basic functionality for the
communication and processing of intention spaces. The syntax can be applied, for instance, to specify
offers. It is possible to introduce additional constructs (such as the type of an agent etc.) on the basis of this
fundamental syntax.

5. Inference and semantics

So far, this paper dealt with a syntax specification for the logical space design in a negotiation medium.
However, a complete specification for the logical space requires also a semantical level and rules of
inference.
It is essential that the agents using the negotiation medium apply the same semantics to the syntactical level
of the intention space. If, for instance, an agent X offers a delivery date ‘December 12 2000’  to agent Y, a
problem arises if the meaning of this date to X is the point in time where the product leaves the premises of
X, whereas Y assumes that this is the date where the product arrives on the premises of Y.
There are two ways to achieve a common semantical interpretation among the agents: either to provide a
shared ontology for all agents or to enable each agent to encode the individual semantics together with the
syntax of the communicated intention space.
The effort to establish an ontology for the negotiation medium can be significant, as agents have to agree
(in a social process) as well on this common terminology, not only on transaction configurations. In other
words, before an ontology can be used in the agreement phase, the agents have to negotiate on a meta-level
the structure of this ontology - their common language. The formalism introduced on the syntactical level
can be used as a starting point. For the definition of an ontology however, the attribute level has to be



extended to a hierarchy of concepts [16]. Meta-information for attributes in an ontology incorporates
typically such notions as domains and types or usage axioms.
The second approach requires means to express individual semantics and translations between those
semantics. One proposed solution is the application of Q-Logic, which allows agents to define their own
views on a basic set of attributes [17].
Inference can be used to infer new knowledge on the basis of given facts. Regarding the concept of logical
space used in this paper, such derivation rules would apply to the ontology complementing the intention
space syntax. Using inference in the ontology, an agent could derive, for instance, that if a CPU is
compatible with notebooks, it must have power management functions.

6. Agreement operators

In a negotiation medium, the agreement phase can be supported by a number of services. The goal of such
an agreement service architecture is to achieve low transaction cost, meaning the cost to coordinate the
exchange of products or services, for the agents in the agreement phase. These services are defined as
operators that receive inputs and generate outputs. Again, inputs and outputs are related to the concept of
intention space and the dynamic perspective of the agreement process introduced in Section 3.
A matching service, for instance, receives two or more intention spaces formalised as offers-to-buy and
offers-to-sell and might generate a variety of different outputs (see below). The operation of this service for
one pair of an offer-to-buy and offer-to-sell can be described as the process of solving one corresponding
constraint satisfaction problem. If a CSP solution (transaction configuration) for this pair of offers can be
found, the matching service can, for example, return ‘TRUE’. With a black-box view on this service and
abstracting from its internal behaviour, the corresponding operator can be formalised as follows:

Definition 22
Mat chi ng oper at or  t ype I

MATCH :  OB x OS \  { TRUE, FALSE}
obx MATCH osy = TRUE |

dsx, y ]  csx, y = { }
obx MATCH oby = FALSE |  asx, y = { }

Obviously, this is a very simplistic and strict operator definition. A fuzzier match operator could as well
return the agreement space instead of TRUE/FALSE. If this agreement space is empty, the match operation
failed, otherwise the returned agreement space can be analysed by the agents in order to find out whether
the level of agreement is sufficient to sign a contract.

Definition 23
Mat chi ng oper at or  t ype I I

MATCH :  OB x OS ^  AS

Another potential variation of this operator could receive several offers-to-sell, which are matched
against one offer-to-buy. The result of this operation would then be a set of transaction configurations – the
feasible solutions within the respective agreement spaces.

Definition 24
Mat chi ng oper at or  t ype I I I

MATCH:  OB x OSY1. . Yn _  TCX, Y1. . Yn

Another operator with the potential to decrease transaction cost is a scoring function, which calculates
depending on the evaluation criteria of one agent the transaction value (aggregated utility) for a certain
transaction configuration.

Definition 25
Scor i ng oper at or

SCORE:  CT x CU x TC `  UV



To support agreement scenarios in a negotiation medium, one can combine these two operators in order to
score the set of transaction configurations returned by the match operator: SCORE(MATCH(OBX, OSY1…
OSYN)).

7. Summary

This paper demonstrated how the notion of intention space that an agent might implicitly use to generate
and evaluate offers in an electronic market, can be made explicit on the basis of a formalism. In a bottom-
up approach, the fundamental set of formal definitions is extended to allow the expression of a number of
concepts, which are commonly used in the communication between agents in the agreement phase of
electronic transactions. The formalism can also be used to classify and describe the nature of the agreement
process from a dynamic view.
From a more practical standpoint, real benefits can be achieved if a machine-readable representation of an
intention space is derived from the formalism, as illustrated with the XML syntax in this paper. If then
operators are developed, which support as services on a technical level the agreement phase, the first
meters of the road to a flexible platform for electronic negotiations are paved.
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Appendix

Complete intention space DTD:

<! ELEMENT CONTAI NER ( AGENT+, OFFER) +>
<! ELEMENT AGENT ( AGENT_SI GNATURE?) >
<! ATTLI ST AGENT
 AGENT_I D I D #REQUI RED
 NAME CDATA #I MPLI ED
 URL CDATA #I MPLI ED>

<! ELEMENT OFFER ( CONSTRAI NT+, CRI TERI ON?, ( %PRODUCT_DOMAI N; ) ?) >
<! ATTLI ST OFFER
 TYPE CDATA #REQUI RED
 OFFER_I D I D #REQUI RED
 START_DATE CDATA #I MPLI ED
 END_DATE CDATA #I MPLI ED>

<! ELEMENT AGENT_SI GNATURE EMPTY>
<! ATTLI ST AGENT_SI GNATURE
 SI GNATURE CDATA #REQUI RED>

<! ELEMENT CONSTRAI NT ( DOMAI N| ( DOMAI N, DOMAI N) | ( DOMAI N, DOMAI N_OPERATOR, DOMAI N) ) >
<! ATTLI ST CONSTRAI NT
 NEGOTI ABLE ( TRUE |  FALSE)  " TRUE"
 WEI GHT CDATA #I MPLI ED>

<! ELEMENT CRI TERI ON
( ( CRI TERI ON, CRI TERI ON_WEI GHT) +| ( ( ATTRI BUTE, ATTRI BUTE_OPERATOR, ATTRI BUTE_VALUE) +
, UTI LI TY_VALUE) +| UTI LI TY_FUNCTI ON+) >
<! ELEMENT DOMAI N ( ATTRI BUTE, ATTRI BUTE_OPERATOR?, ATTRI BUTE_VALUE?) +>
<! ATTLI ST DOMAI N
 DYNAMI C ( TRUE |  FALSE)  " TRUE" >

<! ELEMENT DOMAI N_OPERATOR EMPTY>
<! ATTLI ST DOMAI N_OPERATOR
 OPERATOR ( EQUAL |  LESS_THAN |  GREATER_THAN |  UNEQUAL)  #I MPLI ED>

<! ELEMENT ATTRI BUTE EMPTY>
<! ATTLI ST ATTRI BUTE
 NAME CDATA #REQUI RED>

<! ELEMENT ATTRI BUTE_OPERATOR EMPTY>
<! ATTLI ST ATTRI BUTE_OPERATOR
 OPERATOR ( EQUAL |  LESS_THAN |  GREATER_THAN |  UNEQUAL)  #REQUI RED>

<! ELEMENT ATTRI BUTE_VALUE EMPTY>
<! ATTLI ST ATTRI BUTE_VALUE
 VALUE CDATA #I MPLI ED
 TYPE ( STRI NG |  I NT |  FLOAT |  DATE)  #I MPLI ED>


